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[57] ABSTRACT 
An instantaneous torque determining apparatus for ob 
taining the instantaneous torque value continuously of a 
shaft rotating at a high speed. The apparatus includes a 
pair of spaced gears mounted on the shaft, a torque 
detector having a pickup for each gear, a set of voltage 
comparators, a gate control circuit, an AND circuit, 
and a clock pulse generator. Further, the apparatus also 
includes a delay circuit for receiving pulses from a volt 
age comparator, a subtraction counter which receives a 
delayed pulse as a subtractor starting instruction, and a 
set of ?rst and second ratio multipliers forming a count 
ing circuit loop with the counter. First and second latch 
circuits store the counted value outputs and apply such 
outputs as an input to another counter and to a Digital 
Analogue transducer. The pick-ups of the torque detec 
tors are respectively arranged to face the gear to pro 
vide voltage signals in pulse form when the shaft rotates 
and each tooth of the gear passes in front of its respec 
tive pick-up. The phase difference in each period of the 
voltage signals is proportional to the instantaneous 
value of torque applied to the shaft and an inverse value 
of the period of these voltage signals is proportional to 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS the instantaneous rotating speed of the shaft. 

Ohigashi, et al.—“A New Electronic Device for Measur 
ing Torque” SAE Transactions, vol. 74, 1966. 5 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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ENSTANTANEOUS TORQUE DETERMINING 
APPARATUS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation-in-part of our ear 
lier ?led U.S. patent application, Ser. No. 893,037 ?led 
Apr. 3, l978, now abandoned which in turn is a con 
tinuation-in-part of our U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
755,213, ?led Dec. 29, 1976, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to an apparatus for measuring 

the torque value and rotating speed of revolving ma 
chines such as engines and motors. More particularly, it 
concerns an apparatus for continuously measuring in 
stantaneous values of the torque and rotating speed 
through real time calculation of them for each period of 
a pair of AC voltage signals received from an ordinary 
torque detector comprising a pair of gears secured to 
the shaft of a revolving machine at a distance from each 
other and electromagnetic pick~ups each disposed to 
face each of the gears. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
The construction and operation of the conventional 

torque detecting apparatus will be described with refer 
ence to the accompanying drawing, in which FIG. 1 
shows a schematic view of an ordinary torque detector 
.mounted on a rotative shaft. FIG. 2 is a block diagram 
of a prior-art apparatus for measuring the instantaneous 
values of torque and rpm, and FIG. 3 is a waveform 
chart composed of a series of graphs of electrical wave 
shapes showing outputs of circuits shown in FIG. 2 for 
illustrating and assisting in the explanation of the opera 
tion of the apparatus of FIG. 2. 
The apparatus of the prior art comprises a pair of 

gears 2, 3 mounted on a rotating shaft 1 at a suitable 
distance from each other and a pair of electromagnetic 
pick-ups or detectors 4 and 5 each disposed to face the 
tooth top of each of the gears 2 and 3. ' 
With rotation of the shaft 1 the gears 2 and 3 are also 

rotated in unison, and AC voltage signals periodically 
varying according to the tooth form of the gears 2 and 
3 are produced from the electro-magnetic pick-ups 4 
and 5. 
The frequency of the AC voltage signals is deter 

mined by the rotating speed on the shaft 1 and the num 
ber of teeth of the gears 2 and 3. In general, the gears 2 
and 3 have the same number of teeth, so that the AC 
voltage signals produced from the electromagnetic 
pick-ups 4 and 5 have the same frequency. 

Meanwhile, when torque is applied to the shaft 1, the 
shaft 1 is twisted in proportion to the torque, and as a 
result the gears 2 and 3 are displaced in the peripheral 
directions in proportion to the angle of twist in the shaft 
portion with the gears 2 and 3 mounted thereon. 

Thus, the timing of generation of AC voltage signals 
produced from the electromagnetic pick-ups 4 and 5 is 
changed in proportion to the displacement of the gears 
2 and 3 in the peripheral direction. Consequently, a 
phase difference proportional to the angle of twist of 
the shaft portion 1 between the gears 2 and 3 is provided 
between the two AC voltage signals. 
As is shown, the pair of AC voltage signals produced 

from the usual torque detector has a phase difference 
proportional to the torque and a frequency proportional 
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2 
to the rotating speed of the shaft, and they are transmit 
ted to a measuring apparatus for measuring the instanta 
neous values of torque and rotating speed. 
The terms “instantaneous value of torque” and “in 

stantaneous value of rotating speed” are accurately 
de?ned here respectively as average torque and average 
rotating speed within a time interval required for the 
rotation of the shaft 1 for one pitch of the teeth of the 
gears 2 and 3, that is, within the period of the AC volt 
age signals, measured for each period. However, assum 
ing the number of teeth to be, for instance, 60, the aver 
aging period is very short, namely 0.0002 sec. at 5,000 
rpm and 0.0001 sec. at 10,000 rpm, so that the average 
value can be regarded to be the instantaneous value. 
FIG. 2 shows a measuring apparatus for measuring 

the instantaneous values of torque and rotating speed 
from a pair of AC voltage signals taken out from the 
usual torque detector shown in FIG. 1. 

In FIG. 2, designated at 4 and 5 are the aforemen 
tioned pick-ups, and the AC voltage signals therefrom 
are transmitted to respective voltage comparators 10 
and 11 for comparison with zero potential. These volt 
age comparators each provide a pulse every time the 
AC voltage signal comes to coincidence with zero po 
tential as it changes from the negative potential to the 
positive potential. The pulse outputs of the voltage 
detectors 10 and 11 are pulse series signals as shown at 
10 and 11 in FIG. 3 comprising pulses each produced 
for each period of the period of the AC voltage signals. 
Designated at 12 is a gate control circuit, to which the 
pulses of the voltage comparators 10 and 11 are trans 
mitted as gate control signal, and which produces a gate 
signal which becomes “on” when the pulse series signal 
from the voltage comparator 10 leading in the timing of 
generation is transmitted and “off’ when the pulse se 
ries signal from the other voltage comparator 11 is 
transmitted. Thus, the time interval of the “on” state of 
the gate signal is equal to the difference of the timing of 
generation between the two voltage signals. 

Designated at 13 is an AND circuit, and at 14 a clock 
pulse generator. The AND circuit 13 receives the gate 
signal from the gate control circuit 12 and clock pulses 
from the clock pulse generator 14 and passes clock 
pulses only for the time interval of the “on” state of the 
gate signal. Thus, the output of the AND circuit 13 is a 
pulse signal group, in which clock pulses are present 
only for a time interval corresponding to the difference 
of the timing of generation between the two AC voltage 
signals. 

Designated at 15 is a data recorder for recording the 
pulse group signal produced from the AND circuit 13. 
By the above prior-art apparatus, the instantaneous 

values of torque and rotating speed are calculated from 
the recorded pulse signal. However, it has to be noted 
that the number of pulses in each pulse group which 
numbers are counted while the pulse group signal is 
recorded in the data recorder 15, is not proportional to 
the instantaneous torque. 

This is because along with doubling of the rotating 
speed of the shaft 1, the frequency of the AC voltage 
signals is also doubled, and consequently the difference 
T" ( "1, T"2, . . . ) of the timing of generation between 
the two AC voltage signals is reduced to one half. Thus, 
the number of pulses in each pulse group is reduced to 
one half even if the phase difference (owing to torque) 
is the same. Accordingly, it has hitherto been in practice 
to once record the pulse group signal in a data recorder 
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15 and then reproduce it and transmit it to a computer 
for counting the number of pulses in each pulse group 
proportional to the difference T” of the timing of gener 
ation between the two AC voltage signals while also 
measuring the period for each pulse group which is 
equal to the period T of the AC voltage signals to deter 
mine the instantaneous torque value through calculation 
of the ratio T"/T proportional to the phase difference 
between the AC voltage signals and also determine the 
instantaneous rotating speed value through calculation 
of the inverse value UT of the period T of the pulse 
group. 

In this case, with the computer it is dif?cult to make 
the above calculation for each period T since the calcu 
lation required time. Therefore, it has been in practice 
to progressively measure and memorize the number of 
pulses in each pulse group and the period between adja 
cent pulse groups of pulse group signals introduced 
from the data recorder 15 and make the above calcula 
tion. 

As has been shown, in the prior art in order to obtain 
the instantaneous values of torque and rotating speed it 
has been necessary to once record data and then repro 
duce them for calculation. Therefore, a great deal of 
time delay is involved until the instantaneous values of 
torque and rotating speed are obtained, so that the re 
sults of measurement cannot be obtained on a real time 
basis. 

In order to resolve this shortcoming there have been 
attempts to attach a strain gauge to the shaft 1 and 
convert the strain of the shaft in proportion to the 
torque to the corresponding voltage signal. However, 
the apparatus used to this end requires a slip ring for 
taking out the signal, so that it provides problems in its 
durability. In addition, since the signals are treated ana 
logwise, the precision in the strain gauge system is infe 
rior to the ?rst mentioned apparatus. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The primary object of the invention is to provide an 
apparatus for measuring the instantaneous values of 
torque and rotating speed, which precludes the draw 
backs inherent in the prior art. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an appa 

ratus, with which the instantaneous values of torque and 
rotating speed can be obtained continuously and on a 
real time basis. 
A further object of the invention is to provide and 

apparatus of the above type, in which measurement and 
calculation are made by a new digital method making 
use of clock pulses for calculating the phase difference 
between a pair of AC voltage signals taken out from the 
torque detector, proportional to torque, and the inverse 
value of the period proportional to the rotating speed, 
for each period with high precision and at high speed. 
The apparatus according to the invention receives a 

pair of AC voltage signals produced by an ordinary 
torque detector. 
The pair of AC voltage signals are converted through 

respective comparators into respective pulse series sig 
nals each containing pulses which are produced for 
each period of them. 
The period T of these pulse series signals is inversely 

proportional to the instantaneous rotating speed, and 
the ratio of the difference T” of the timing of generation 
between these pulse series signals to the period T is 
proportional to the instantaneous torque. 
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The apparatus according to the invention comprises 
the following circuit groups: 

[i] A circuit for producing a pulse group signal con 
sisting of clock pulse signals each present only during 
the time interval corresponding to the difference T” of 
the timing of generation between the afore-rnentioned 
pair pulse signals; 

[ii] A loop circuit for producing a value inversely 
proportional to the elapsed time; 

[iii] A circuit for controlling the operation period of 
the loop circuit by the period T of the pulse series sig 
nals and latching the inverse value l/T of the period T 
of the pulse series signals for each period T; and 

[iv] A circuit for calculating T"/T by multiplying a 
pulse group signal formed by the afore-mentioned ?rst 
circuit (i) by a factor proportional to the inverse value 
l/T to the period latched by the afore-rnentioned third 
circuit (iii) and latching the resultant product for each 
period T. 
The ?rst circuit (i) includes a gate control circuit to 

receive a pair of pulse series signals and produce a gate 
signal, which becomes “on” upon appearance of a pulse 
in one of the pulse series signals and becomes “off” 
upon appearance of a pulse in the other pulse series 
signal and an AND circuit to pass clock pulses only for 
the period of the “ON” state of the gate signal so as to 
form a pulse group signal. The number of pulses in each 
pulse group in of the pulse group signal is f.T” where f 
is the clock pulse frequency. 
The second loop circuit (ii) is the most important part 

of the invention and includes a ?rst ratio multiplier to 
receive clock pulses of the clock pulse generator, a 
second ratio multiplier to receive output pulses of the 
?rst ratio multiplier and a subtraction counter to receive 
output pulses of the second ratio multiplier and subtract 
these pulses from an initial value M every time a pulse 
is received so as to provide the result of subtraction as 
ratio presetting input to the first and second ratio multi 
pliers. In the subtraction counter, the initial value is set 
upon impression of an external subtraction start com 
mand, and the subtraction count N is reduced to M-l, 
M-2, M-3,—every time an output pulse of the second 
ratio multiplier is received. The preset value for the ?rst 
and second ratio multipliers is M, and the ratio value 
becomes N/M with the impression of the subtraction 
count N. Since N changes instantaneously, N/M also 
changes instantaneously. 
The change AN of the subtraction count for a very 

short period At elapsed from an instant t is given as 

2 (1) 

AN: -f-At 

where N is the subtraction count. In this equation At 
represents a very short period of time, so by substituting 
dt for At and dN for AN we obtain 

_ _1_ dN : _.L_. d, (2) 
N2 M2 

By solving this equation it will be seen that the sub 
traction count N at instant t changes in inverse propor 
tion to time as expressed by an equation 
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L2 <3) N: f 

In other words, in this loop circuit the subtraction 
count of the subtraction counter is M at the time of the 
start of counting and is thereafter inversely proportional 
to (t+M/t). 
The third circuit (iii) includes a delay circuit to re~ 

ceive the pulse series signal which is leading in the pulse 
generation timing and delay each received pulse for a 
constant time M/ f so as to transmit the delayed pulse as 
subtraction start command to the subtraction counter in 
the second circuit (ii) and a latch circuit to receive the 
subtraction count of the subtraction counter and also 
receive the afore-mentioned leading pulse series signal 
as latch command. 

Thus, the subtraction count latched in the latch cir 
cuit has a value that results when the loop circuit is 
operated for a period t shorter than the period T of the 
pulse series signal by M/f, that is, 

z: T-M/f (4) 

Subtraction of equation (4) into equation (3) gives the 
subtraction count N at that time as 

M2 (5) . L 
T . 

This means that the value N latched in the latch cir 
cuit for each period T of the pulse series signal is pro 
portional to the inverse value of the period T. 

Thus, by measuring N of this latch circuit the instan 
taneous rotating speed can be obtained on a real time 
basis. If a digital-to-analog converter is connected to the 
latch circuit, an analog signal proportional to the in 
‘verse value of the period T of the AC voltage signals 
can be obtained, so that it is possible to obtain a high 
response type of the generally termed F-V converter. 
The fourth circuit (iv) includes a ratio multiplier to 

receive the pulse group signal from the ?rst circuit (i) 
and also receive the latched value in the latch circuit in 
the third circuit (iii) as ratio value setting signal, a 
counter for counting the output pulses of the ratio mul 
tiplier and a second latch circuit to receive the count of 
the counter and latch the count while at the same time 
resetting the counter every time it receives the afore 
mentioned leading pulse series signal. 
The ratio value presetting quantity in the ratio multi 

plier is M, and with application of the latch value N of 
the latch circuit in the third circuit (iii) the ratio value 
becomes N/M. The count of the counter latched in the 
second latch circuit is N/M times the number of pulses 
in the pulse group signal introduced during the period T 
thereof, that is, it is N/M times the pulse number T”-f in 
each pulse group in the ?rst circuit (i). By substituting 
equation (5) the value latched in the second latch circuit 
for each period T of the pulse series signal is 

N l M2 (6) Tap-AT: Inlay. 

This means that the value latched by the second latch 
circuit is proportional to the ratio of the difference T" 
of the timing of generation between the pair pulse series 
signals to the period T thereof. 
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6 
Thus, by measuring the value latched by the second 

latch circuit for each period of the pulse series signals 
the phase difference between the two AC voltage sig 
nals corresponding to T"/T, i.e., the instantaneous 
torque value, can be obtained on the real time basis. 
Also, by converting the output of the latch circuit from 
digital to analog an analog signal proportional to the 
instantaneous torque can be obtained. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a conventional torque 
detector mounted on a rotatable shaft; 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a prior-art system 

and apparatus proposed for the measurement of the 
instantaneous values of torque and rotating speed. 
FIG. 3 is a waveform chart showing the outputs in 

various parts of the circuit shown in FIG. 2 to illustrate 
the operation of the prior-art apparatus shown in FIG. 
2; 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of 

the invention; and 
FIG. 5 is a waveform chart showing the outputs of 

various parts of the circuit of FIG. 4 to aid the illustra 
tion of the operation according to the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The invention will now be described in detail in con 
junction with an embodiment shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. 
To facilitate the understanding of the invention, the 

circuit in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4 will now be 
described by dividing it into four component circuits 
depending upon respective functions. 

(i) A circuit for producing a pulse group signal con 
sisting of clock pulses existing in the time interval corre 
sponding to the difference T” of the timing of genera 
tion between a pair of AC voltage signals caused from 
a conventional torque detector; 

(ii) A loop circuit for producing a value changing in 
inverse proportion to the elapsed time; 

(iii) A circuit for controlling the operation period of 
the loop circuit by the period T of the pulse series sig 
nals and latching the inverse value UT of the period T 
of the pulse series signals for each period T; and 

(iv) A circuit for calculating T"/T by multiplying a 
pulse signal formed by the afore-mentioned ?rst circuit 
(i) by a factor proportional to the inverse value l/T to 
the period latched by the aforementioned third circuit 
(iii) and latching the resultant product for each period 
T. 
These circuits (i) to (iv) are simultaneously operated 

such that the inverse value l/T to the period of a pair of 
AC voltage signals which are transmitted from a usual 
torque detector, proportional to the instantaneous rotat 
ing speed, is taken out from the third circuit (iii) for 
each period of the AC voltage signals and that the ratio 
of the difference T” of the timing of generation between 
the pair of AC voltage signals to the period T thereof, 
that is, the phase difference between the pair AC volt 
age signals, proportional to the instantaneous torque is 
taken out from the fourth circuit (iv). 
The construction of the above component circuits 

will now be described in detail one after another with 
reference to FIG. 4. 
The ?rst-mentioned circuit (i) includes voltage com 

parators 10 and 11 to receive a pair of AC voltage sig 
nals produced from respective electro-magnetic pick 
ups 4 and 5 of a usual torque detector, a gate control 
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circuit 12 to receive the outputs of the voltage compara 
tors 10 and 11 as gating control signal and an AND 
circuit 13 to pass clock pulses from a clock pulse gener 
ator 14 during the period of the “on” state of a gate 
signal produced the gate control circuit 12. The circuits 
10 to 14 are respectively the same as those designated by 
like reference numerals in FIG. 2. ' 
The second circuit (ii) includes a ?rst ratio multiplier 

23 to receive clock pulses from the afore-mentioned 
clock pulse generator 14, a second ratio multiplier 24 to 
receive the output pulses of the ?rst ratio multiplier 23 
and a subtraction counter 22 to receive output pulses 
from the second ratio multiplier 24 and subtract ‘these 
pulses from a preset initial value every time a pulse is 
received so as to provide the result of such subtraction 
as a presetting input to the ?rst and second ratio multi 
pliers 23 and 24. 
The third circuit 21 (iii) includes a delay circuit to 

receive the output pulses of the voltage comparator 10 
and delay each received pulse for a constant time so as 
to transmit the delayed pulse as subtraction start com 
mand to the subtraction counter 22 and a ?rst latch 
circuit 25 to receive the subtraction count produced 
from the subtraction counter 22 and also receive the 
output pulses of the voltage comparator 10 as latch 
command. 
The fourth circuit (iv) includes a third ratio multiplier 

26 to receive the output pulse group signal from the 
AND circuit 13 and also receive the value latched by 
the ?rst latch circuit 25 as ratio value setting signal, a 
counter 27 to receive the output of the third ratio multi 
plier 26, i.e., the product of the number of pulses in each 
group and the ratio, a second latch circuit 28 to receive 
each output pulse from the voltage comparator 10 as 
latch command for latching the count at the corre 
sponding instant and then resetting the counter 27 and a 
digital-to-analog converter 29 for converting the count 
latched by the second latch circuit 28 into a correspond 
ing analog signal. 
The operation of the above circuits will now be de 

scribed with reference to FIGS. 5. 
Reference numerals provided on the left hand side in 

FIG. 5 designate respective output waveform generated 
in the circuit designated by like reference numerals in 
FIG. 4. 

In the ?rst circuit (i) a pair of AC voltage signals 
produced from the usual torque detector as shown in 
FIG. 1 are transmitted to respective voltage compara 
tors 10 and 11 to produce a pulse series signal for each 
period of each AC voltage signal as shown in FIG. 5. 
The pair of AC voltage signals from the torque detector 
periodically change every time a tooth of each of the 
gears 2 and 3 passes by each of the electromagnetic 
pick-ups 4 and 5 as shown in FIG. 1. In other words, the 
output pulse series signals from the voltage comparators 
10 and 11 each consists of a series of pulses each pro 
duced for every period T (T1, T2,—) required for rota 
tion of the shaft 1 for one pitch of the teeth of the gears 
2 and 3. Also, since the waveform of the AC voltage 
signals corresponds to the tooth form of the gears 2 and 
3, with twisting of the shaft 1 caused by application of 
torque to the shaft deviation from the waveforms is 
caused due to displacement of the gears 2 and 3 in the 
circumferential direction. As a result, there is produced 
time difference T" (T"1, T”2,—-) between the timing of 
generation between the output pulse series signals of the 
voltage comparators 10 and 11. 
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8 
The inverse value l/T to the period T of the pulse 

series signals is proportional to the rotating speed of the 
shaft 1 during the period of the rotation of the shaft for 
one pitch of the teeth of the gears 2 and 3, and the ratio 
T"/T of the time difference T" to the period T is pro 
portional to the phase difference between the pair pulse 
series signals, that is, proportional to torque applied 
while the shaft 1 rotates for one pitch of the teeth of the 
gears 2 and 3. 
The output pulse signals from the voltage compara 

tors 10 and 11 are transmitted to a gate control circuit 
12 to produce a gate signal of time width T” (T ”1, 
T"2,—), assuming the “on” state upon reception of the 
pulseseries signal from the voltage comparator 10 and 
the “off’ state upon reception of the pulse series signal 
from the voltage comparator 11, as shown at 12 in FIG. 
5. 
The gate signal thus produced on-off controls the 

AND circuit 13, that is, it serves as a control signal to 
let the AND circuit pass the clock pulses vof the clock 
pulse generator 14 only for the time width T", thus 
producing a pulse group signal, in which clock pulses 
are present only for the time width T” as shown at 13 in 
FIG. 5. 

Thus, denoting the clock pulse frequency by f the 
number of clock pulses in each pulse group during each 
period T (T1, T2,—) of the pulse series signals is f-T", 
which is proportional to the time width T”. 

In the second circuit (ii) the clock pulses transmitted 
from the clock pulse generator 14 are multiplied by the 
?rst and second ratio multipliers 23 and 24 connected in 
series, the resultant output pulses are transmitted as a 
‘subtraction pulse to a counter 22. The subtraction 
counter 22 is reset to the initial value M every time an 
external subtraction start command is transmitted to it, 
and subsequently transmitted subtraction pulses are 
progressively subtracted from the initial value M so that 
the subtraction count N is progressively reduced to 
M-1, M-2, . . . 

The subtraction count N which is decreasing in this 
way is transmitted as ratio value presetting signal to the 
first and second ratio multipliers 23 and 24, and the ratio 
value is given as N/M where M is the ratio value preset 
ting quantity. 
As a result, the subtraction count N decreases with 

the lapse of time. Consequently, the ratio value N/M 
decreases, and the frequency of the output pulses of the 
?rst and second ratio multipliers 23 and 24 decreases as 
shown at 23 and 24 FIG. 5. In this way, the extent of 
decrease of the subtraction count N of the subtraction 
counter 22 for each constant short period of time, and it 
changes in inverse proportion to the lapse of time as 
shown in FIG. 5. 
The above operation can be more clearly understood 

from equations to‘ be discussed below. ‘ 
Denoting the frequency of clock pulses of the clock 

pulse generator 14 by f, the initial value of the subtrac 
tion counter 22 by M, the subtraction count of the sub 
traction counter 22 by N, the period of the output pulse 
series of the voltage comparator 10 by T, the difference 
of the timing of generation of the output pulse series 
signals of the voltage comparators 10 and 11, that is, the 
time width, by T" and the ratio value preset in the ?rst 
and second ratio multipliers 23 and 24 by N/M, the 
frequency of. the output pulses of the ?rst ratio multi 
plier 23 is given as (N/M)-f, and the frequency of the 
output pulses of the second ratio multiplier 24 is given 
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Thus, denoting the subtraction count after the lapse 
of time t from the instant of impression of the subtrac 
tion start command to the subtraction counter 22 by N, 
the change AN of the subtraction count N that takes 
place during a very short time interval At elapsed from‘ 
the instant is 

2 (1) 
AN: ~f-At 

Since At is very short, substituting dt for At and dN for 
AN and rearranging we have 

1 
dN = 762- a'N (2) 

By solving the equation (2) and substituting the initial 
value M at t=0 it is seen that the subtraction count N 
after the lapse of the period t is 

M2 1 (3) 
N = '7" 'W 

Thus, the subtraction count of the subtraction 
counter 22 in this loop circuit is M at t=0, that is, at the 
time of impression of the subtraction start command and 
subsequently changes in inverse proportion to the sum 
of the time t elapsed and a constant value M/f. 
The third circuit (iii) has the role of controlling the 

operation period t of the loop circuit. 
The pulse series signal of the voltage comparator 10 is 

transmitted to the delay circuit 21, in which the delay 
period a is set to a constant value M/f, to produce 
delayed pulses each delayed by M/f as shown at 21 in 
FIG. 5, and each of the delayed pulses is transmitted as 
a subtraction start command to the subtraction counter 
22. Thus, the subtraction counter 22 is set to the initial 
value M a constant period M/f after the appearance of 
the pulse series signal, and then it starts the subtracting 
operation. In the ?rst latch circuit 25 the output pulse 
series signal from the voltage comparator is transmitted 
as latch signal, the subtraction count N transmitted 
there is latched every time the output pulse series signal 
is transmitted. 

Thus, the time interval t from the impression of the 
subtraction start command till the impression of the 
latch command is 

Consequently, by substituting the operation period 
represented by equation (4) into equation (3) the sub 
traction count N latched by the ?rst latch circuit 25 is 
given as 

._1_ 
T 

This means that the value latched by the ?rst latch 
circuit 25 for each period T of the pulse series signal is 
proportional to the inverse value of the period T. 

Thus, by successively taking out the values latched in 
the latch circuit 25 the inverse value of the period, i.e., 
the instantaneous rotating speed, can be obtained for 
each period as shown at 25 in FIG. 5. This inverse value 
corresponds to the frequency F (F = l/T) for the period 
of the pulse series signal, and by connecting a digital-to 
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10 
analog converter to the ?rst latch circuit 25 for conver 
sion into a voltage signal it is possible to obtain a gener 
ally termed frequency-to-voltage converter of high 
response speed characteristic. 

It will be understood that by adding a digital-to 
analog converter to a construction comprising voltage 
comparator 10, clock pulse generator 14, delay circuit 
21, subtraction counter 22, ?rst and second ratio multi 
pliers 23 and 24 and ?rst latch circuit 25 a high response 
speed F-V converter can be obtained. 
The fourth circuit (iv) is provided for taking out an 

output proportional to the ratio T"/T of the time width 
T" between the pair of pulse series signals and period T, 
proportional to instantaneous torque, for each period T. 
A pulse group signal is transmitted from the AND cir 
cuit 13 in the ?rst circuit (i) to the third ratio multiplier 
26 and multiplied there by the preset ratio value. The 
preset ratio value of the third ratio multiplier 26 is trans 
mitted from the ?rst latch circuit 25, so that the ratio 
value becomes N/M (M: ratio value setting quantity of 
the third ratio multiplier 26, N: value latched in the ?rst 
latch circuit 25, shown by equation (5)). 
As a result, the pulse group signal is multiplied by 

N/M as shown at 26 in FIG. 5 and then transmitted to 
the counter 27 for counting. 
The count of the counter 27 is latched by the second 

latch circuit 28 every time the pulse series signal of the 
voltage comparator 10 is transmitted to the latch cir 
cuit, and the counter 27 is reset immediately after latch 
ing. Thus, the value latched by the second latch circuit 
28 is N/M times the number of pulses contained in each 
pulse group in the pulse group signal. 
The pulse number in each pulse group in the pulse 

group signal is f-T” as explained in connection with the 
circuit (i), and N/M times the pulse number is 

1 M2 ' (6) 

This means that value latched in the second latch 
circuit 28 for each period T of the pulse series signal is 
proportional to the ratio of the difference T" of the 
timing of generation between the pair of AC voltage 
signals and the period T thereof. Thus, by taking out the 
value latched in the second latch, circuit 28 either di 
rectly or after converting it into a corresponding analog 
through the digital-to-analog converter 29 it is possible 
to measure the phase difference between the pair of AC 
voltage signals from the torque detector, proportional 
to T"/T, that is, the instantaneous value of torque. 
As has been shown, with the pair of AC voltage 

signals produced from the torque detector shown in 
FIG. 1 the instantaneous rotating speed of the rotation 
of the shaft 1 for one pitch of the gears 2 and 3 is propor 
tional the inverse value of the period T, and the instan 
taneous value of torque while the shaft 1 is rotating for 
one pitch of the gears 2 and 3 is proportional to the ratio 
of the time width T" between the pair of AC voltage 
signals to the period T thereof. According to the inven 
tion this instantaneous torque value is taken out by 
calculating it for each period T, so that the instanta 
neous values of rotating speed and torque can be ob 
tained on the real time basis and continuously. 

Also, since according to the invention the measure 
ment and calculation are carried out by a digital method 
making use of clock pulses, it is possible to obtain the 
results of measurement with high precision. 
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Thus, the analysis of variations of torque and-rotating 
speed can be made simultaneously during the measure 
ment operation, and also the measurement value which 
is obtained on the real time basis can be utilized as feed 
back signal for high speed and high precision control. 5 
What is claimed is: 
1. An instantaneous torque determining apparatus 

comprising: 
a ?rst and a second voltage comparator electrically 

connected to a torque detector and converting two 10 a delay circuit receiving said pulse signal from said 
AC voltage signals transmitted from said torque first Voltage comparator and delaying Said pulse 
detector into corresponding pulse signals for every 51811-31 for a constant Per 10d of time; 
cycle of said AC voltage signals; a clock pulse generator producing a clock pulse sig 

a gate control circuit electrically connected to said 1131 at a constant frequency; 
?rst and second voltage comparators and produc- 15 a ?rst ratio multiplier electrically connected to said 
ing a gate signal by being rendered “on” with an clock Pulse genera?!‘ and multlplylng th_e clock 
output pulse of said ?rst voltage comparator and P“1$_e Output by a fatlo Value Preset at a who Value 
“off” with an output pulse of said second voltage settlng tentllnal; _ 
comparator; ' 20 a second ratio multiplier electrically connected to 

a clock pulse generator producing a clock pulse sig- 531d ?rst tatfo multlpllel' and fmtltlplylng the P111?’6 
m1 at a constant frequency; output of said ?rst ratio multiplier by a ratio value 

an AND circuit electrically connected to said gate Preset at a ratlo Value Settmg tel'mmal; , 
control circuit and said clock pulse generator and a subtt'tfctlon “nutter electl‘lcan‘y °°nn§°t§d to outpflt 
passing clock pulses during the “on” state of Said 25 termmauls of sald second ratio multlplier and said 
gate signal; delay c1rcu1t and also electrically connected to the 

a ?rst ratio multiplier electrically connected to said ratto value_settmg tetmmals of stud first and secoftd 
clock pulse generator and multiplying the clock ratio multipliers, said subtraction counter being 
pulse output by a ratio value preset at a ratio value re?t bytfm outpuipulsefogfald dtelaz cllilcult “2 Sta}; 
Setting terminal; 30 su rac Ive coun ing 0 e on pu _p ses o sat 

a second ratio multiplier electrically connected to “09nd who multlPher and Provldmg th": output 
said ?rst ratio multiplier and multiplying the pulse during the S_“btract1ve_ countmg to the ram? value 
output of said ?rst ratio multiplier by a ratio value ifatffng termmals of sald ?rst and second rat“) mul' 
preset at a ratio value setting terminal; 1P lets,’ _ _ 

a delay circuit electrically connected to said ?rst 35 a latfih c1rcu1t arrangement elecmcanxconnected, to 
voltage comparator and delaying the pulse Output said ?rst voltage comparator and said subtraction 

- - ' ' ' ' latching thereof for a constant period of time; counter for reqewmg saldpulss slgn a1 and . 
a subtraction counter electrically connected to output tile count of sald subtractlon counter by sald pulse 

terminals of said second ratio multiplier and said lsalgxagoir‘lldrter electricall connected to Said latch 
delay circuit and also electrically connected to the 40 a circuit aria“ ement an: convertin the value 
ratio value setting terminals of said ?rst and second latched therebgy into a corresponding fnalog Sign 81 

:22: 3223?? 2:25am 3- The to y. p .p ay . claim 2, wherein said latch circuit arrangement in 
subtractive counting of the output pulses of said 45 cludes_ , 

flecgnd 51am) gnultlttiher andfpmtwilllllg th.e czllmt a ?rst latch circuit and a second latch circuit, a third 
5:11:11: restraints; :51 stresses? a . . > ' said ?rst latch circuit being operatively connected 

tiphers; ' ‘ _ _ with said subtraction counter and said ?rst voltage 
a ?rst latch c1rcu1t electncally connected to said ?rst 5o comparator said ?rst latch circuit receiving the 

voltage comparator and to said subtract-ion counter pulse outpu; from Said ?rst voltage comparator as a 
aq‘tihlatchmtg tile clountfof stubtrlictlon counter latching instruction to latch the output of said sub 
wl an on Pu Pu Se 0 Sal “'5 "0 age compara‘ traction counter applied to said ?rst latch circuit 
to}; _ _ _ _ _ every time said latching instruction is applied; 

a th1rd ratio multiplier electrically connected to said 55 said third ratio multiplier being operatively con, 
?rst latch c1rcu1t and t0 sald AND c1rcu1t an? mul- nected with said ?rst latch circuit and an AND 
“Plymg the Pulse QutPut of Sald AND c1rcu1t by_a circuit for receiving and storing the latched value 
ratlo Value Prop‘ot'tlonal to the lat°h_ed Value of Sfnd from said ?rst latch circuit as a ratio set value and 
?rst latch c1rcu1t coupled to the ratio value setting multiplying gated clock pulses received from said 
terminal; 60 and circuit by said ratio set value; 

a counter electrically connected to said third ratio 
multiplier and counting output pulses thereof; 

a second latch circuit electrically connected to said 
counter and to said ?rst voltage comparator, said 
second latch circuit serving to latch the count of 65 
said counter with an output pulse of said ?rst volt 
age comparator and zero resetting said counter 
after the latching; and 

2. 
having a‘ ?rst and a second voltage comparator electri 
cally connected with a torque detector for converting 
AC voltage signals transmitted from said torque detec 
tor into corresponding pulse signals for every cycle of 
said AC voltage signals, and 

12 
a D-A converter electrically connected to said sec 
ond latch circuit and converting the value latched 
thereby into a corresponding analog signal. 
In‘an instantaneous torque determining apparatus 

said counter being operatively connected to receive 
and count output pulses from said third ratio multi 
plier; 4 

said second latch circuit being operatively connected 
to said counter and to said ?rst voltage comparator 
to latch the count of said counter every time a pulse 
is received from said ?rst voltage comparator and 
then to zero-return said counter; and, 
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said D-A converter being operatively connected to 

said second latch circuit to generate an output of an 

analog voltage corresponding to the latched value 

of said second latch circuit. 

4. The torque determining apparatus according to 

claim 3, wherein: 
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14 
said subtraction counter and said ?rst and said second 

ratio multipliers comprise a loop circuit. 
5. The torque determining apparatus according to 

claim 2, wherein said subtraction counter and said first 
and said second ratio multipliers comprise a loop circuit 
that provides an output of subtracted value from said 
subtraction counter. 

ii * IF i t 


